PVCCOLLECTION

Piva Group –
A completely Italian story

Piva Group was set up in Italy in 1986 to manufacture
insulation panels and doors and windows made of
various combinations of materials, aluminium and PVC
for the building trade. The search for new techniques to
develop innovative products has made the Piva brand
known not only in Italy but also in international markets
like Spain, the USA, the Czech Republic, the United
Kingdom and Australia.
Today, Piva is a prestigious name in the building trade,
owing to its production versatility, its product quality and
its wealth of experience.
A company that is always ready to match its customers’
needs, where Future is the watchword.

PVC –
Long-lasting, resistant, maintenance free
Polyvinyl chloride, better known as PVC, is a thermoplastic polymer
of primarily natural origin, formed of 57% chlorine from common
salt, and 43% carbon and hydrogen and other additives, such as
stabilisers and lubricants, which give it the specific physical and
mechanical properties it requires for its many uses.
PVC is one of the most widely used plastics in the world, due to
its versatility; while it is rigid in the pure state, it can be mixed with
plasticizers to make it flexible and easy to shape.
PVC is used in thousands of applications, from construction to
food and pharmaceuticals packaging, from medical and surgical
equipment to civil protection materials. Its widespread use is due to
the fact that PVC satisfies current energy saving and environmental
standards.
PVC has numerous advantages, offers high performance at low
cost, is insulating, stable, resistant and versatile, fire resistant, longlasting, hygienic and recyclable.
Its production uses very small amounts of non-renewable raw
materials, and owing to its characteristics it is 100% recyclable.
Its many uses include that of manufacturing profiles for doors and
windows.

Installation –
An essential feature
To ensure the best performance from a door or window, it must be
installed properly.
Our Authorised Retailers contract the installation of our doors and
windows to qualified fitters who use innovative, certified products to
ensure proper installation, eliminate draughts and leaks, so that your
doors and windows maintain their performance and high quality for
a long time.
Piva Group Authorised Retailers handle the entire process from
consultancy to installation, and you can see the Piva Group’s high
quality products for yourself at their showrooms.

Doors and windows
with character

Choosing the doors and windows for your home
is an important decision, not only in terms of
aesthetics, but above all for functional reasons.
A good door or window, to serve us well, must
implement a number of primary characteristics
including insulation against the heat in summer
and the cold in winter, good acoustic comfort and
protection against break-ins.
Such an important choice cannot be left to chance:
it must be handled by high quality products, like
the ones we manufacture.
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New doors and windows
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Style70 series

Doors and windows are an essential
component of any home, offering an
interface between outdoors and indoors,
and allowing light and air to pass through.
However, doors and windows must also
protect the interior against cold, humidity
and burglars, and assure adequate security,
privacy and energy efficiency.
Doors and windows also add the essential
touch to the harmony of any building façade.
Doors and windows made with the Style70
System have refined styling and soft, rounded
corners which match any a wide range of
architectonic solutions.
The Style70 range is composed of windows
and French doors in fixed, parallel, light and
lifting versions.
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Style70

A new solution for your living room

Sound
Insulation
Thermal
Transmittance

The Style70 System is made with 5 chamber
profiles with 2 gaskets and a 70 mm frame.
It offers an excellent seal against driving
rain, allowing the water to drain outwards
without flowing back.
Standard features include fold-away metal
fittings with two security points on the

up to 44 dB
as per
EN 14351
Uf 1.3 W/m²K

Wind load
Resistance Class

C2/B3

Water Resistance
Class

up to Class
E1050

Air Permeability
Class

4

windows and 4 on the French doors, low
emission gas panels with argon gas and
microventilation. On request, Selettivi or
StopSol glass panels or insulating glazing
offering high levels of sound protection can
also be installed.
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Style70 with Aluclip

The marriage of two winning materials

Sound
Insulation
Thermal
Transmittance

Style70
combines
the
special
characteristics of aluminium with the
strength of PVC. The aluminium shell
is mounted on the outside of the door
or window, thus offering an unlimited
combination of colour options.

up to 44 dB
as per
EN 14351
Uf 1.3 W/m²K

Wind load
Resistance Class

C2/B3

Water Resistance
Class

up to Class
E1050

Air Permeability
Class

4

The combination of materials offers
innumerable design choices for the door or
window, and the versatile linear profile is
suited to any application, from restorations
to new constructions.
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Metropolitan76 series
Even in this digital age, we still feel the need for
an intimate space in which we feel safe, a place
in which privacy is assured and we can find a
comfortable compromise between the digital
and the physical. Doors and windows are not
simply components, but important details which
make a room special when the right combination
of shape, colour and composition are chosen.
Metropolitan76 series doors and windows are
characterised by an elegant, modern design
which perfectly suits the modern lifestyle.
For those with an eye to design, three different
versions of the sash or panel are available:
Classic, Shaped and Minimal. The Classic design
features a clean angular design that is perfectly
suited to both classic and modern settings. The
Shaped design features more rounded shapes
that lend the product a timeless elegance. The
Minimal design allows more light to enter the
room, due to the minimal dimensions of the sash
or panel, so that you can make the most of the
light entering through the window. A linear and
versatile profile suitable for any situation, from
restoration to new buildings.
The Metropolitan76 range is composed of
windows and French doors in fixed parallel, light
and lifting versions.
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Metropolitan76

Design that sets the fashion

Sound
Insulation
Thermal
Transmittance

Metropolitan76 is a system with three
gaskets and an L-or Z-shaped six chamber
frame with a thickness of 76 mm.
The new products come with standard
additions such as the Warm Edge groove,
layered glazing and metal fittings on the

up to 47 dB
as per
EN 14351
Uf 1.1 W/m²K

Wind load
Resistance Class

C1/B2

Water Resistance
Class

9A

Air Permeability
Class

4

perimeter of the second sash or panel. On
request, the products can be personalised
with anti-intrusion metal fittings and glass
panels with a thickness of up to 49 mm.
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Metropolitan76 Essenziale
More light for more life

Sound
Insulation
Thermal
Transmittance

All the technical characteristics of
Metropolitan76, but with a minimal sash
or panel design that offers a larger glazed
surface and allows more natural light into
your home.

up to 47 dB
as per
EN 14351
Uf 1.1 W/m²K

Wind load
Resistance Class

C1/B2

Water Resistance
Class

9A

Air Permeability
Class

4

The Metropolitan76 System also boasts
outstanding thermal insulation and energy
savings ratings, important for ensuring
enhanced comfort.
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Skyline

Aesthetics and function

Skyline mixes ease of assembly, versatility and design, leading to a product
that has its uniqueness as a strong point.
Skyline is a system with three gaskets and an L- or Z-shaped six-chamber
frame with a thickness of 76 mm. Standard features include fold-away
metal fittings, with two security points on the window and four on the French
door, low emission glass panels with gas argon, Warm Edge groove and
microventilation.
Skyline combines the aesthetics of aluminium with the functional benefits
of PVC in a single structural unit. On the exterior, the aluminium component
makes for definite lines and an endless choice of colours, while in the interior
the PVC ensures thermal insulation, absence of maintenance and dimensional
stability, even in large-scale products, particularly where French doors are
concerned.
Skyline features glass panels with thickness of up to 56 mm. The product
section boasts excellent thermal performance, the thermal transmittance of
the standard version being Uf=1.2 W/m2K.
Skyline is suitable for production of windows, French doors, and fixed panel
products.

Sound
Insulation

up to 47 dB
as per
EN 14351

Thermal
Transmittance

Uf 1.2 W/m²K

Wind load
Resistance Class
Water Resistance
Class
Air Permeability
Class

C2/B3

7A

4
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An elegant choice
of colours.

From ancient times, colour has played
a fundamental role in the life of man.
History has always been rich in colours
which, when used with skill, never fail to
evoke unique, indescribable emotions
and sensations.
Colours beautify, complete, outline,
detail and highlight, and we offer a
vast range of colours and finishes so
that you can choose the look you desire
for the perfect match of functional and
personal architectonic styles.
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Style70 - Metropolitan76 - Skyline

Batch-coloured Standard

Standard film, 1 or 2 sides

654

607

064

0CQ

032

052

Batch-coloured
white

Batch-coloured
ivory*

Ash
White

Ivory
Coated

Gold
Oak

Gold
Walnut

Standard Price Delivery not included in standard price
024

0WI

0IO

076

021

0SO

0OK

Mahogany

Winchester XA

Irishoak

Douglas

Grey

White
Oak

Sheffield Oak
Colonial

Not included in standard price
0SC

046

044

0RS

085

058

0VF

Siena

Basque
Red

Marc
Red

Ruby
Red

Light
Blue

Dark
Green

Ash
Green

0EV

0MM

HO

0WX

0MP

0AU

0TG

Adria
Green

Brass

Cream
White

Veined
White

Metbrush
Platinum

Anthracite
Grey

Fir
Green

0BZ

0SF

0HW

0OB

0OS

0PG

094

S Bronze

Black
Brown

Alux White
Aluminium

Sheffield Oak
Brown

Sheffield Oak
Grey

Pastel
Green

Light Grey

*not applicable to Skyline
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City74 series

The right door or window imparts luxury
and design to your home in a simple,
elegant manner, without compromising the
functional aspect. The quality of the raw
materials, innovation, performance and style
come together to create products of absolute
excellence.
Windows affect the luminosity and habitability
of the interior, as well as determining the
architectonic quality and performance of the
building.
City74 series doors and windows are,
thanks to the profile member they employ,
extremely versatile products capable of
satisfying any combination of form, colour
and material. During the development of
the City74 System, great attention was paid
to the structural stability of the profiles. They
feature a large main chamber which houses
the steel reinforcements.
The City74 range is composed of windows
and French doors in fixed parallel, light and
lifting versions.
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City74

Classic and modern spaces

Sound
Insulation
Thermal
Transmittance

City74 is made with 6 chamber profiles with 2
gaskets and a 74 mm frame. The gaskets are
designed to make the doors and windows
easy to assemble without compromising the
quality of the materials.
Standard features include fold-away metal
fittings with two security points on the

up to 47 dB
as per
EN 14351
Uf 1.2 W/m²K

Wind load
Resistance Class

C2/B3

Water Resistance
Class

9A

Air Permeability
Class

4

windows and 4 on the French doors, low
emission gas panels with argon gas and
microventilation. On request, Selettivi or
StopSol glass panels or insulating glazing
offering high levels of sound protection can
also be installed.
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City74 Essenziale
The meaning of light

Sound
Insulation
Thermal
Transmittance

Modern windows tend to be made in ever
thinner cross-sections to allow the most
possible light to enter the room throughout
the day. While the cross-section is thinner,
the thermal and acoustic performance of
the window is uncompromised.

up to 47 dB
as per
EN 14351
Uf 1.2 W/m²K

Wind load
Resistance Class

C2/B3

Water Resistance
Class

9A

Air Permeability
Class

4

City74 Essenziale offers up to 3 cm more
glass than a standard hinged window,
thus greatly increasing the amount of light
in the room, which acts as a fully-fledged
natural furnishing element.
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UrbanPlus82 series

Doors and windows are a fundamental
component
of
the
architectonic
composition of a building and must fit
perfectly into the style of their setting,
whether a new construction or restoration.
For low maintenance doors and windows,
offering excellent service life and
good resistance to the weather without
compromising look and style.
The UrbanPlus82 System offers windows
which drastically reduce the cost of
heating and cooling the interior, with
significant energy savings and respect for
the environment.
UrbanPlus82 is the top of the range solution
for windows, fixed French doors in fixed
parallel, light and lifting versions.
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UrbanPlus82

Innovative geometries for the passive house

Sound
Insulation

Thermal
Transmittance

UrbanPlus82 employs a 3 gasket/6
chamber profile, with a frame crosssection of 82.5 mm. The flexible central
gasket, fitted into the end-stop fitting of
the fixed frame, considerably increases
thermal insulation. It also prevents
humidity penetrating between the fittings
components and thus ensures the window
always opens properly, especially at low
temperatures.

up to 47 dB
as per
EN 14351
Uf 0.96 W/m²K
Ideal for high
energy efficiency
passive houses

Wind load
Resistance Class

C2/B3

Water Resistance
Class

9A

Air Permeability
Class

4

Standard features include fold-away
metal fittings with two security points on
the windows and 4 on the French doors,
low emission glass panels, the warm
edge groove and microventilation. On
request, Selettivi or StopSol glass panels
or insulating glazing offering high levels of
sound protection can also be installed.
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UrbanPlus82 Essenziale

Sound
Insulation

Thermal
Transmittance

The UrbanPlus82 Essenziale version
features slim profiles and maximum glass
panel surface to fully satisfy the need
for natural light and less visible frames,

up to 47 dB
as per
EN 14351
Uf 0.96 W/m²K
Ideal for high
energy efficiency
passive houses

Wind load
Resistance Class

C2/B3

Water Resistance
Class

9A

Air Permeability
Class

4

while retaining an excellent static strength
and complying with energy efficiency
requirements for passive houses.
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An elegant choice
of colours.
Colours beautify, complete, outline,
detail and highlight, and we offer a
vast range of colours and finishes so
that you can choose the look you desire
for the perfect match of functional and
personal architectonic styles.

Batch-coloured standard
00
Batch-coloured
white

Standard film
10/20
2178007
Walnut

12/22

15/25

Golden
Oak

Mahogany

13/23
701605
Anthracite
Grey

Batch-coloured not included in standard price
06

Cream
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City74 - UrbanPlus82

Standard Price Delivery not included in standard price
13/234252042

13/234563081

13/233152009

13/234565057

13/23137905

13/23715505

13/23
49240

Wild
Walnut

White
Oak

Grooved
Douglas

Brilliant
White

Cream
White

Silver
Grey

Winchester XA

Not included in standard price film
14/24

13/23
30699037

13/23
3118076

13/23
4252041

13/23
4252043

16/26

13/23
2052089

Oregon

Douglasia

Light Oak

Natural
Walnut

Cherry

Oak

Dark Oak

18/28

13/23
49237

13/23
851805

13/23
887505

13/23
500705

13/23
612505

13/23
600505

Dark
Swamp Oak

Siena PN

Dark
Brown

Chocolate
Brown

Brilliant
Blue

Fir
Green

Moss
Green

13/23
300505

13/23308105

13/23
515005

13/23
915205

13/23703805

13/23
725105

13/234361002

Wine
Red

Brown
Red

Steel
Blue

Antique
White

Agate
Grey

Light
Grey

Metbrush
Silver

13/23
703905

13/23
7016097

13/23
4361007

13/23
3162002

13/23
3241002

13/23
4367010

13/233069041

Quartz
Grey

Regular
Anthracite
Grey

Metbrush
Brass

Meranti

An Teak

Polished
Dark Brown

Mountain
Pine

13/23
4564054

13/23
4564053

13/23
4364006

13/23
500405

13/23
1293714

13/23
4367047

13/23
702105

Realwood
Cream White

RealWood
Antique White

Realwood
Steel Blue

Monumental
Blue

Platinum
Bronze

Smooth
Quartz Grey

Black
Grey

13/23
4367048

13/23
7004083

13/23
704405

13/23
701205

13/23
702305

13/23
4364003

13/23
4364047

Smooth
Basalt
Grey

Smooth
Signal
Grey

Silk
Grey

Basalt
Grey

Concrete
Grey

Realwood
Anthracite
Grey

Realwood
Quartz Grey

13/23
992505

13/23
4364021

Monumental
Green

Realwood Fir
Green
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Acrylcolor
Hi-Tech colouring

UrbanPlus82 is also available in Acrylcolor finishes, using an innovative
colouring technology. In this process, the layer of acrylic glass is extruded
together with the PVC profile, thus bonding invisibly to it to create a
smooth, poreless outer surface which is scratch and weather resistant.

It does not peel
or flake

No paint

It does not
detach from the
profile

Scratch proof and
long-lasting

Standard Acrylcolor
7015

7016

7040

Slate
Grey

Anthracite
Grey

Window
Grey

9007

8014

8022

Silver

Cuttlefish
Brown

Dark Brown

* Colours available for the UrbanPlus82 series with L-shaped frame only

Paint thickness
0.5 mm

Extremely easy
to clean
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Piva Casa Sicura

Security without aesthetic compromises
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80% of break-ins involve forcing windows and French doors,
the weak point of the home, and hence the first point to be
protect when creating a secure home.
To protect your home, Piva has created the Casa Sicura
(Safe Home) project. Burglar proof doors and windows in
Class RC2, with innovative technical performance.

32
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Components that make the difference

Secure fittings
special steel releases located inside the perimeter of the window
to resist breaking and intrusion.

Anti-drilling plate
to protect the fittings against drilling of the sash or panel by a
burglar.

Key-lock handle
securely locks the handle opening mechanism to prevent it from
being operated from outside.

P4A security glass
resists repeated violent blows with crowbars, hammers and blunt
objects in general. The glass panel is formed of layers of glass
and film to increase its strength.

The combination of these elements makes
our doors and windows certified in burglar
resistance class RC2

34

What does burglar resistance
class RC2 mean?

The RC (Resistance Class) mark indicates that the door or
window is certified to a specific burglar resistance rating.
Resistance classes are determined by test procedures using
the tools and methods employed by burglars to break into a
house to test the burglar resistance of the door or window in
question.
Burglar resistance certification does not mean that a door or
window cannot be defeated, but is rather the ability to resist
attack by a variety of tools for a given period of time, thus
discouraging the burglar from persisting.
Piva RC2 doors and windows are both aesthetic and secure:
the burglar resistance system is contained in an elegant
housing, so that safety is not bought at the price of aesthetics.
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Piva Casa Sicura
Style70 RC2

The Style70 RC2 system is made with 5 chamber profiles with 2
gaskets and a 70 mm frame. It offers an excellent seal against
driving rain, allowing the water to drain outwards without
flowing back.
The window is fitted as standard with locking fittings on all four
sides with octagonal rods, safety releases, P4A security glass, a
key-operated handle rated 100 Nm and anti-drilling plate.
The Style70 RC2 series is ideal for windows and French doors in
parallel sliding and lift&slide versions.
On the parallel sliding and lift&slide versions, additional
protection is included: structurally glued glass panels, internal
20/10 galvanised steel reinforcements and inner handle with
anti-drilling plate, external tub and cylinder lock on the inner
side only.
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Piva Casa Sicura
UrbanPlus82 RC2

UrbanPlus82 employs a 3 gasket/6 chamber profile, with
a frame cross-section of 82.5 mm. The flexible central
gasket, fitted into the end-stop fitting of the fixed frame,
considerably increases thermal insulation. It also prevents
humidity penetrating between the fittings components and
thus ensures the window always opens properly, especially
at low temperatures.
The window is fitted as standard with locking fittings on all
four sides with octagonal rods, safety releases, P4A security
glass, a key-operated handle rated 100 Nm and anti-drilling
plate.
The UrbanPlus82 RC2 series is ideal for windows and French
doors in parallel sliding and lift&slide versions.
On the parallel sliding and lift&slide versions, additional
protection is included: structurally glued glass panels, internal
20/10 galvanised steel reinforcements and inner handle with
anti-drilling plate, external tub and cylinder lock on the inner
side only.

Technical Section
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Style70

Style70
with aluclip

Metropolitan76

up to 44

up to 44

up to 47

Uf 1.3

Uf 1.3

Uf 1.1

Wind load resistance
class

C2/B3

C2/B3

C1/B2

Water resistance
class

E1050

E1050

9A

Air permeability
class

Class 4

Class 4

Class 4

STANDARD*
or RC2

STANDARD*
or RC2

STANDARD*

Number of
chambers

5

5

6

Frame profile
mm

70

70

76

Maximum glass panel
thickness

39

39

49

Sound insulation
dB

Thermal transmittance
W/m²K

Security

Types
Windows
French doors
Fixed
Doors
Parallel
Sliding Lift

* two anti-burglary points
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Metropolitan76
essenziale

Skyline

City74

City74
essenziale

UrbanPlus82

UrbanPlus82
essenziale

up to 47

up to 47

up to 47

up to 47

up to 47

up to 47

Uf 1.1

Uf 1.2

Uf 1.2

Uf 1.2

Uf 0.96

Uf 0.96

C1/B2

C1/B2

C2/B3

C2/B3

C2/B3

C2/B3

9A

7A

9A

9A

9A

9A

Class 4

Class 4

Class 4

Class 4

Class 4

Class 4

STANDARD*

STANDARD*

STANDARD*

STANDARD*

STANDARD*
or RC2

STANDARD*

6

6

6

6

6

6

76

76

74

74

82,5

82,5

49

56

47

47

52
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Piva Group prints on
environmentally conscious papers

The text and images contained in this catalogue are subject to variation. Images are included merely by way of illustration.
We are not liable for any printing errors.

Why choose PVC doors
and windows
PVC doors and windows are fully-fledged furnishings,
architectonic elements which dialogue with
contemporary architecture and satisfy its requirements
for energy efficiency and sustainable construction.
Piva Group doors and windows are tailor made to
satisfy the client’s needs for style, security and design.
Doors and windows created to be unique, to interact
with light and give each room its own unique character.
Each PVC door or window is made with tested raw
materials to ensure that it provides unparalleled
quality and security.

Maintenance free
Unchanging and durable
Fire resistant
Sound insulation
Thermal insulation
Completely impermeable
to water
Weather resistant
Saline fog resistant
Energy saving
Recyclable

Piva Group
Doors and windows
with character.

Piva Group SpA
Via Roma, 139 - Roncanova di Gazzo V.se Verona - Italia
Tel. +39 0442 536111 (headquarter)
Tel. +39 0442 550911 (divisione PVC)
info@pivagroupspa.com www.pivagroupspa.com
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